A different murder mystery experience in which 2-6 player
teams need to solve the following: murderer, assistant,
weapon, motive, time and location. The game requires
similar skills as the real detectives possess: observation,
concentration, recall, wit and teamwork. Good luck!
How to use the app
You can move clockwise in
a circle on the game board

On colored spots you can see Study various crime items Three correct answers per
and activate crime items
and take challenges on them color activate murder cards

Flip the cards in 6 areas and
finally solve the murder

The key steps in the game
1. Visit six differently colored spots on the game board with your clan members and activate
the murder cards for each area. In order to do this, you need to study crime items in the
middle of the game board and succeed in three crime item challenges for each color.
2. Next you can flip three murder cards per area with your clan members. To flip a card, you
need to succeed in one random crime item challenge.
3. After having three cards flipped per area, you can continue to flip the rest of the murder
cards. There are six murder cards in each area.
4. You need to find the colored area that has the correct murder card set consisting of only one
of all following items: murderer, assistant, weapon, motive, time and location.
5. Finally you need to give the correct murder solution, and you'll get a time bonus.
6. The clan with the highest points wins (the overall score is the sum of the time bonus and the
crime challenge points).
Game play in more detail
1. Create clans for 2-6 players, join the clans, and your collaborative murder mystery starts.
2. In this game your target is to solve a murder. You need to figure out the murderer, the
assistant, the weapon, the motive, the time and the
location.

3. You can move clockwise on the game board by tapping twice your player avatar. Once you
get to a colored spot, the corresponding crime items get activated in the middle of the game
board. Also the murder cards info icon of that color gets activated. Tap any crime item or
info icon twice to view it.
4. You need to study crime items of six colors and give three correct answers to the related
questions per color in order to activate the murder cards of that color. You can activate
questions by tapping the "puzzle" icon twice. One or more clan members can give answers
this way. Notice that you need to study the murder items in detail to be able to give correct
answers. You may also benefit greatly from other clan members being in the same spot to
give you some help. Once your clan members have given three correct answers the murder
cards of that color will appear to the area outside the "avatar circle".
5. Once you have activated the murder cards, six of each
color, you can start flipping them. Tap any card twice,
and you get a question, and by giving the correct answer
you reveal the card. You certainly need to study the
crime items in the middle of the board in more detail
plus get help from your clan members to succeed. Notice that flipping more than three cards
in one area requires all areas to have three cards revealed.
6. Only one colored area has the correct card set that has
only one of all following items: murderer, assistant,
weapon, motive, time and location. Other areas have for
example two different times, or two different locations,
and thus missing at least one item of the six. If you are
clever, you won't need to flip all cards in all areas...
7. To finish the game, your "Solver" (having the light bulb icon on the game board) needs to
enter the murder solution. If the Solver gives a wrong
solution, the next murder solution can be given after 5
minutes has passed. The Solver can also hand over the
role to another player in your clan by using the QR code
button on the game board (the receiver needs to use the
button also).
8. Each correct answer to crime challenges gives 2 points, and each wrong answer takes away
one point. You will get a time bonus in the end of the game. If you used less than 30 minutes
to solve the murder, you'll get 20000 points. If you used less than 35 minutes, you'll get
19000 points. Each 5 minutes from this onward will reduce the time bonus by 1000 points.
If it takes over two hours for you to solve the murder, your time bonus is 1000 points.
9. NOTICE: Each clan can have a different solution for the murder, so it does not help to spy
on the other clans...
10. The clan with the highest points wins.

